The holomorphic sectional curvature at a point p in the direction (~1, ~2, -.., ~n) is given by: (2) i,j,k,l=* g,3(P) gkT(P) r (k We note that the assumption of the theorem immediately imply that X is a hyperbolic manifold. In greater detail, since ~ is of maximal rank and X is compact, it is well-known that ~c must be onto and Y must be compact. Hence Y having a Hermitian metric of negative holomorphic sectional curvature, implies that Y is hyperbolic. Since each fibre X,==-1(0 (tCY) is compact and since each X, is also assumed to have a Hermitian metric of negative holomorphic sectional curvature, each Xt is hyperbolic. Thus it follows that X is hyperbolic (Use Brody's Theorem [2] , for example). For a later reference, we should also explain the precise meaning of the existence of a smooth family of Hermitian metrics on the fibres. For each p~X, we can choose a neighborhood ~ of ~(p) so that if {t 1 .... , t z} are complex coordinates on ~, then on ~-1(~') we have complex coordinates {t~o~ .... , tmo~,z ~ ..... Z s} SO that the restrictions of {z ~ .... , z s} to X~c~-~(~) for each t give local coordinates on the latter. By a common abuse of notation, we shall write t i in place of do =. Now let gt be a Hermitian metric on Xt for each tzY. We say {g,} is a smooth family if relative to the coordinates {t i, z ~} on each ~-~(~) as above, there exist cg~ functions g~(z, t) for ~, fl=l .... , s, z=(z ~ ..... z ~) and t= (?, .. 
., t"), so that for each t, gt= ~ g~9(z, t) dz ~ de~(mod {dti}).
This definition is easily seen to be equivalent to the usual one as used by Kodaira-Spencer [10] . The conclusion of Theorem 1 is optimal in the sense that if n:X--* Y is a holomorphic fibre bundle, then there are no Hermitian metrics on such an X with negative bisectional curvature. For the proof of this assertion, it suffices to adapt the argument of Yang in [17] to our present situation. More precisely, if v(y) denotes the volume of n-a(y), yeY, then at the maximum point of v in Y (using the compactness of Y here), the argument on p. 132 of [17] The curvature assumptions on the fibres are not unnatural. They are satisfied for example, if each fibre is a Riemann surface with genus > 2, or less trivially, if each fibre is a Kfihler manifold of the homotopy type of a compact quotient of an irreducible Hermitian symmetric space of noncompact type of complex dimension > 2. The latter uses the strong rigidity theorem of Siu [14] . In fact, the fibres can even be any suitable compact quotient of a Hermitian symmetric space of noncompact type; this has to use the extension of Siu's theorem by Mok [12] and Jost-Yau [7] . In the case of co-dimension one fibres, this Corollary simplifies to: In particular, when n = 2, the example of Grauert and Reckziegel and Kodaira's surfaces of general type satisfy these assumptions. In other words, these well-known hyperbolic surfaces have a Hermitian metric with negative holomorphic sectional curvature.
We will first try to construct a Hermitian metric in X, such that it has negative holomorphic sectional curvature along the fiber direction (Sect. 4), then add to it 2 times the pull-back of the Hermitian metric of Y. We will then try to show that, when 2 is large enough, the resulting metric is of negative holomorphic sectional curvature in all directions. This idea comes from a simple fact in matrix theory: Suppose A is a n x n symmetric matrix with its first coefficient all >0 and 01 where B' is an (n-1)x (n-1) positive definite matrix, then we know that A + 2B is also positive if 2 is large enough. (It suffices to check the determinants of all principal minors, but since B' is positive definite, so we only have to check det(A+2B)=2 "-1 all detB'+O(2 "-2) which is >0 if 2 is large enough.) Note that this argument depends crucially on the fact that the first column and first row of B are zero. In the geometric situation below, we will see that the same phenomenon reappears.
In Proof. Since we are only interested in the sign of the holomorphic sectional curvature, it suffices to check the numerator of (2). Using assumptions (i) and d2<l Ko (7) 4
(n-s)a a2 +6(n-s)2 b2 +4(n-s)sc2 +4s2(n-s) -~=-2 KI "
Substituting inequalities (4), (5), (6), (7) into (3), we have V (i, (j, (k, (le~:
Using assumption (iii), it is clear that Lemma 1 follows, if we choose:
[4s(n-s)~-4(n--s)s 6s4sa \ Lemma (Wu [16], see also [61). Let M be a n-dimensional complex manifold and let G, H be two Hermitian metrics on M whose holomorphic sectional curvatures
K(G) and K(H) satisfy K(G)< -L 1 < 0 and K(H)< -L2 < 0,
where L x and L 2 are positive constants. Then K(G + H) < -L1 L2/(L1 + L1).
Also we need a simple result in linear algebra: Proof. We use the notation of Lemma 2. Let t be a unit vector at p relative to H+217I. Let K(H+Afl, t) denote the holomorphic sectional curvature of H+2fl in the direction t. We shall choose 2 so large (and independent of t), so that K(H+2ITI, t)<0. By Lemma 4 of [16] , there exists a 1-dimensional imbedded complex submanifold N' tangent to t, such that if H' and 17I ' are the induced metrics of H and 171 on N' respectively (so that H' +217I ' is the induced metric of H + 217I on N'), then
Let z be an arbitrary co-ordinate function of N' near p, and let
We use the identity of 1-6] (see also p. 1105 of [16] ), namely that
By hypothesis, there exists a negative constant -K a such that K(ITI) (p) __< --K 3 . By the well-known decreasing property of hol. sect. curvature, we also have K(IZI')(p) < K(IZI)(p)<-K3. Similarly, K(H')(p)< K4, for some positive constant K4. Hence:
Since bo,htheterms. , , are quadratic in -~z' for the purpose of evaluating the fraction it suffices to take ff~z so that H , (p) = 1.
Since the unit sphere (relative to H) is compact, clearly there exists a positive constant 0 K5 independent of 2 and t=~z, such that:
So we have:
So the Lemma follows if we choose 2 > K4
KaKs"
Remark. With hypothesis as in Lemma 4 and using the notation of the preceding proof, suppose that K(H+21I~)~--g 6, then using Lemma 2, we have, for 2 >-~l, 
Construction of a Hermitian Form ~ on the Total Space X
Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, Suppose {Gt} is a smooth family of hermitian metrics with neg. hol. sect. curvature defined on each fiber, let qh be the Hermitian form associated to the metric G,. Fix (~ a Hermitian metric on X. Now we want to construct a (1, l)-form 9 on X, such that 9 restricted to each fibre rc-l(t) is equal to q~t-Let Z1 and Z2 be vector fields on X of type (1, 13) and (0, 1) respectively. At the point p~n-l(t), define:
where proje is the projection onto the fibre direction with respect to the metric ~. Then clearly ~ is a ~, Hermitian (1, t)-form defined on X, and ~ restricted to each fibre is equal to q~r which is positive definite. Now, let us consider the case of Corollary 1, namely, each fibre has negative first Chern class and the canonical Kghler-Einstein metric H, on each fibre Xt = re-1 (t) has neg. hol. sect. curvature. By Koiso [111, {Ht} is a smooth family of K/ihler metrics. So the preceding construction can now be applied to produce a global Hermitian (1, 1) form 9 on X.
Proof of Theorem 1
Suppose that toy is the metric in Y that gives neg. hol. sect. curvature. We want to consider the form ~a---~+2n*(toy) with 2 a positive constant. It is obvious that when 2 is large enough, ~ is a positive definite Hermitian (1, 1)-form defined on X. (Compare to the matrix example discussed in Sect. 2). By identifying this form with the Hermitian metric it defines, we want to show that this form will have neg. hol. sect, curvature on X, when 2 is large enough.
Let p be a point in X, we can assume that p lies in the fibre Xo. Since rc is of maximal rank everywhere, locally there is a neighborhood U of p such that U=V x W, where V is a neighborhood of re(p) in Y, and W is a neighborhood of p in the fibre Xo. We may assume V, W are co-ordinate neighborhoods, so there exist co-ordinates {z ~+l .... , z"} in V and {z 1, z 2, ..., z ~} in W. Then {z l, z 2, .... z"} is a co-ordinate system around p in U. For easier calculation, we will choose {z ~+~, ..., z"} so that 3z~+ 1 .... '0z" are orthonormal at z(p) with respect to the metric toy. Let (10) and (12), we have:
R~(p) (~ ~-P ~v~ -~= ~ (R'~v~(P) + O (1)) ~ ~-' ~v~ -~ 9
a,#, 7,8=2 ~,p, ~,, 6=2
By inequality (8) Proof. Let q~q/p,4, let Kxl(~ ) denote the hol. sect. curvature of the metric 4~ +21 n*(tOy) in the direction ~ at q.
Case 1.
If ~ is not tangent to the fibre, then zc*(e0v)(g, g)>0. Thus g is tangent to a locally defined complex manifold Z transversal to the fibres so that re* (COy) restricted to Z is a Hermitian metric. Since + 21 re* (Oy) = (~ + 2 z* (~)) + (21 -2) re* (Oy), applying Lemma 2, we can conclude that K~, (g) is negative.
Case 2.
If g is tangent to the fibre, then there exists a coordinate system {z 1,z 2, z"}, such that g= o_ ..., Oz t (q). Then for some positive constants g7, K8, 
So again we have KZl(~) is negative. Apply the construction to every point, then using Lemma 5 and a compactness argument, we can conclude that 9 + 2re* (oy) has neg. hol. sect. curvature at all points in X, if 2 is large enough. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
Corollary 1 follows immediately from Theorem 1 and the construction of the form ~ in Sect. 4. In the case when the fibre is of dimension 1, then X is hyperbolic implies that each fibre must have genus __> 2, and Corollary 2 follows from Corollary 1. However, Corollary 2 can also be proved directly without using the arguments of Koiso, see Cheung [3] .
Kodaira's Surfaces of General Type
A Kodaira surface M can be considered as a m-sheeted ramified covering of W=R x S, m>2, with branch loci Fand F*, where R, S are some Riemann surfaces of genus > 2, F and F* are the graphs of some holomorphic maps from S ~ R. (For the actual construction, the reader can refer to Kodaira [9] , or [1] , p. 167). Following the notation of Kodaira [9] , we have that if we let # be the covering map of M onto W = R x S, P2 be the second projection of W=R x S onto S, then the inverse images of the branch loci are A =#-1 (F), A*= #-1 (F*), A and A* are biholomorphic to F and F* respectively.
Consider the product metric in W = R x S: e~ w = oJ B +co s, where oJR, oJ s are the metrics in R and S with curvature -1, then a standard computation shows: (13) #* (tOw) is a K/ihler metric defined in M\(A w A*) with hol. sect. curvature <--89 So in order to get a K/ihler metric on M, we have to construct a positive-definite closed form around A and A*.
Consider a point a in A (with similar considerations for A*), suppose {r,, s,} are the product coordinates at #(a)~R x S, then if f, is a defining function of F around #(a), {f~, sa} will be a local coordinate system around #(a). Let g. be the defining function for d at a, such that (ga)m = #, (fa). Since M is a m-sheeted cover of W, {g,,/~* (Sa)} is a coordinate system around a.
We notice that if z is a coordinate function, then 1//~ 0 ~-(z~+ 88 2) gives a positive form with negative curvature, so in our construction we would consider the form ~ d~-(ga ga "[-88 ga)2) 9 But since ga is not defined outside a neighbourhood of a, we have to multiply it with some cut-off functions. These take care the "g," direction. Then along the #*(sa) direction, we consider the pull back of the metric of S, namely, #* P*(tos). The constructions are carried out in the next section. If no confusion is possible, we will denote the index "a/" also by "i ". Now with these cut-off functions, p/(gi g/)" (gi g/+ 88 gi)2)" Zi(s/(p2 ~ is a ~o function defined in M, with compact support inside ~/a, and is identical to g/g/ + 88
inside qla,/2. Hereafter, we shall identify a Hermitian metric ~ go dz/dgj with its K/ihler form ~/-1 ~ go dzi ^ d~j" Define So if we choose c small enough, ~c, k will also be positive definite in M\~k. Therefore we can conclude that ~c, k is a K/ihler form defined on M and is positive definite, when c is small enough.
Next step is to check the curvature of ~c, k. Since thk defines a metric near A u A*, we want to apply Lemma 1 to check its hol. sect. curvature there. Let t~ k = ~ ~ Gij dz i ^ dz s in ~lai/2 , then the Gij terms can be calculated using formula (14) . (The calculation is actually much simpler than it looks, because hj is holornorphic, Zj is a function of z 2 only, ps is = 1 near A or A*, a lot of terms will vanish.) In particular along A n 0//.,/2, that is when z 1 =0, we have: By (15) and (16), all other coefficients of the curvature tensor are bounded inside ~//,,/2 c~ A and independent of k.
By Lemma 1, if we choose kl large enough, then eSk~ will have neg. hol. sect. curvature along q/,1/2 c~A. Similarly for other points {a 2 .... , a,}. Let ---max {kl, ..., k,}, then oSk will have neg. hol. sect. curvature at all points on A w A*. Therefore there exists a neighborhood ~//k of A w A*, which is independent of c, such that the hol. sect. curvature K(eSk)__<--Li<0 at every points in q/~. By (13) , K(#* ~w)< _1 in M\A wA*. From Lemma 2, in ~\(A uA*), K(~, k) = K(l~* mw+ c ~hk) < --Li/(c + 2L0 < 0.
By a continuity argument, ~c, k has neg. hol. sect. curvature in 0gk for any fixed c.
Inside the compact set M\q/k, lim ~c, k=p* e~ w which has neg. hol. sect.
C--*O curvature. So if c is chosen small enough, ~c, k will have neg. hol. sect. curvature in the whole manifold M. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
